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McKesson Medical-Surgical Adopts DocOrigin Document Generation Software
Medical distribution leader updates its forms software with innovative next-gen solution from
Eclipse

February 4, 2015 – Cape Coral, Florida. Eclipse Corporation, a provider of enterprise document
generation solutions, announced today that McKesson Medical‐Surgical Inc., an affiliate of the oldest
and largest health care services company in the nation (McKesson Corporation NYSE: MCK), has adopted
DocOrigin 3.0 to support critical enterprise document generation systems.
McKesson Medical‐Surgical plays an integral role in American health care. The business is the largest
distributor of medical‐surgical supplies to the U.S. ambulatory and post‐hospital healthcare markets. As
a result, document generation systems play a critical role in its performance.
“The McKesson business unit needed a next‐generation solution to replace our current print program,”
said Don Fauth, Vice President, Application Development. McKesson needed a more modern and
efficient solution. “We process large volumes of print, especially at peak times,” explained Fauth. “With
our current software we sometimes experience a slow‐down that can impact our shipments to
customers. Re‐platforming our critical print processes was an essential change.”
McKesson Medical‐Surgical chose DocOrigin as the solution. According to Jeff Gary, Business
Development Manager at Eclipse, DocOrigin was uniquely suited to provide the level of capability and
performance that McKesson Medical‐Surgical needed. “Many of their applications are complicated. For
example, their packing slips have 108 sub‐forms, so key criteria for success was to increase speed, ease
migration, and retain the current functionality across all the applications and systems,” said Gary.
“Several months ago, McKesson Medical‐Surgical began the search for a replacement for their
enterprise forms and document generation. They were hoping to find a single solution which would
work across all departments and replace multiple document generation packages,” said Steve Luke, CEO
of Eclipse. “McKesson Medical‐Surgical evaluated a number of possible solutions before determining
that DocOrigin’s performance, features, and ease of use made DocOrigin the best choice.”
McKesson Medical‐Surgical was also interested in the dynamic promotion capabilities, messaging and
3D charting features included with DocOrigin. DocOrigin was selected after months of evaluations, and
Fauth believes this will be a valuable enterprise tool beyond the scope of the original project. “We were
mainly searching for a replacement solution for packing slips, but we can also use DocOrigin for other

solutions to business forms. We plan to introduce DocOrigin to McKesson Medical‐ Surgical subsidiaries
as well.” said Fauth.
For more information visit www.EclipseCorp.us
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About Eclipse Corporation WSL, Inc.
Eclipse Corporation is a leading provider of enterprise class document and label generation solutions for
banking, insurance, government, and manufacturing applications. We are the exclusive North American
distributor of DocOrigin. We are searching for ISV’s that have integration and implementations skills for
line of business software to resell DocOrigin. For over 20 years Eclipse has developed innovative
solutions that incorporate electronic forms, labels, and workflow automation to bring about real
operational savings, workflow efficiencies and marketplace advantages. Companies like BMS Direct,
CARQUEST, Automated Packaging, California State University, Eaton, GE, Konica Minolta, Mele Printing,
Security Finance Corporation, TransMontaigne, Tyler Technologies, and hundreds more trust Eclipse for
solutions and support.
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About McKesson Medical‐Surgical
McKesson Medical‐Surgical Inc., with offices in Richmond, Va., and McKesson Medical‐Surgical
Minnesota Supply Inc. in Golden Valley, Minn., are affiliates of the McKesson Corporation. PSS World
Medical Inc., in Jacksonville, Fla., was acquired by McKesson Corporation in February 2013. McKesson
Corporation, currently ranked 15th on the FORTUNE 500, is a healthcare services and information
technology company dedicated to making the business of healthcare run better. McKesson Medical‐
Surgical works with payers, hospitals, physician offices, pharmacies, pharmaceutical companies and
others across the spectrum of care to build healthier organizations that deliver better care to patients in
every setting. McKesson Medical‐Surgical helps its customers improve their financial, operational, and
clinical performance with solutions that include pharmaceutical and medical‐surgical supply
management, healthcare information technology, and business and clinical services. For more
information, visit http://www.mckesson.com.

